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Non-native consonant acquisition in noise

When faced with speech in noise, do listeners rely on robust cues or can they make1

use of joint speech-plus-noise patterns based on prior experience? Recent studies2

have suggested that listeners are better able to identify words in noise if they experi-3

enced the same word-in-noise tokens in an earlier exposure phase. The current study4

examines the role of token similarity in exposure and test conditions. In three exper-5

iments, Spanish learners of English were exposed to intervocalic consonants during6

an extensive training phase, bracketed by pre- and post-tests. Distinct cohorts ex-7

perienced tokens that were either matched or mismatched across test and training8

phases in one or both of two factors: signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and talker. Cohorts9

with fully matching test-training exposure were no better at identifying consonants10

at the post-test phase than those trained in partially or fully mismatched conditions.11

Indeed, at more adverse test SNRs, training at more favourable SNRs was benefi-12

cial. These findings argue against the use of joint speech-plus-noise representations13

at the segmental level and instead suggest that listeners are able to extract useful14

acoustic-phonetic information across a range of exposure conditions.15
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Non-native consonant acquisition in noise

I. INTRODUCTION16

Listeners are able to make sense of speech in a range of less than pristine conditions (e.g.17

Mattys et al., 2012), but little is known about the detailed processes involved in decoding18

noisy acoustic input. One fundamental question concerns whether listeners exploit robust19

cues i.e. representations of the speech signal alone that remain after removing the effect of20

the masker, or whether they are able to make use of a joint representation of the speech-plus-21

noise signal acquired on the basis of prior experience with speech material in the presence22

of a masker.23

One way to study the effect of noise on speech representations is to look at the con-24

sequences of different types of noise exposure on a group of listeners who are undergoing25

sound acquisition: non-native language learners. By examining such learners at the stage26

at which they are acquiring new sounds or modifying their existing native-language cate-27

gories to accommodate non-native sounds (e.g. Best, 1995; Flege, 1995), it may be feasible28

to distinguish explanations of speech-in-noise processing that require joint representations29

of speech and masker at the phonological level from those that argue for the use of robust30

cues.31

We recently demonstrated that exposure to noise during acquisition is beneficial for the32

identification of non-native consonants in matched noise conditions, and that such expo-33

sure presents no barrier to identifying them in quiet (Cooke and Garćıa Lecumberri, 2018).34

Spanish learners of English showed substantial post-test improvements in the identification35

of consonants in intervocalic contexts (VCVs) in the presence of speech-shaped noise (SSN)36
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following eight training sessions in which they heard VCVs in the same masker, with feed-37

back on incorrect responses. Gains far outstripped those of control groups exposed to vowels38

in consonantal contexts. Noise habituation was ruled out as an explanation, since a cohort39

trained on vowels in noise identified consonants in noise no better than a cohort trained on40

vowels in quiet conditions.41

The finding that noise exposure also led to substantial gains on VCVs presented in noise-42

free conditions appears to support the interpretation that during training in noise, listeners43

were able to acquire cues that they could also deploy in the absence of noise. However,44

two other outcomes call into question an explanation couched solely in terms of speech45

cue acquisition as opposed to the learning of joint speech-noise patterns. First, the noise-46

training benefit did not transfer to a different, untrained, masker: the cohort exposed to47

noise produced equivalent gains to those of the quiet-trained group when tested in babble48

noise. If exposure to speech in SSN helped listeners acquire robust cues, or learn robust49

cue-weighting, it is not obvious why these were not more helpful in babble than any cues50

acquired by the group trained in quiet. Second, there was a small matched-condition benefit:51

the group trained in noise produced larger gains when tested in noise than the group trained52

in quiet, and vice versa. Both findings raise the possibility that some of the noise-training53

benefit came from the acquisition of joint speech-noise patterns at the phonological level.54

The notion that mental representations of speech might contain more than just linguistic55

information emerged from the finding that exposure to words presented in the same voice56

led to increases in recognition accuracy in a subsequent test phase relative to words from57

a different voice (e.g., Goldinger, 1998; Nygaard and Pisoni, 1998; Pisoni and Levi, 2007).58
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Since words are frequently heard in the context of noise, later studies asked whether the59

lexicon might contain traces of masking noise in addition to indexical information.60

Creel et al. (2012) presented listeners with novel words with or without white noise dur-61

ing an exposure phase, and subsequently measured identification performance in matched or62

unmatched conditions. Identification rates were highest, and responses fastest, for matched63

exposure and test conditions, indicating that experiencing tokens in noise benefits later pre-64

sentation in noise. Whether this benefit arises from joint speech-noise representations or cue65

reweighting is less clear, although by analysing consonant and vowel confusions separately,66

Creel et al. (2012) found only weak evidence of increased weighting of vowel cues in noisy67

conditions.68

While Creel et al. (2012) used novel words, the notion of joint representations of speech69

and noise has been extended to existing words and more complex maskers in a study by70

Pufahl and Samuel (2014), who found that a change in a co-occurring environmental sound71

from exposure phase to test phase led to impaired word identification. Recently, Strori72

et al. (2018) hinted that it is not simply the co-occurrence of words and maskers during the73

exposure phase that leads to subsequent recognition benefits, but rather the integrality of74

speech and masker. Identification improved when the amplitude envelope of a word was used75

to modulate the envelope of an accompanying masker, but not when the speech and masker76

envelopes were independent. Common envelope modulation acts to bind speech and masker77

into a perceptual object arising from a single acoustic source (Bregman, 1990), which Strori78

et al. (2018) argue is likely to promote the formation of a single unified memory encoding.79
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Although these studies suggest that noise can form part of an integrated memory repre-80

sentation of novel or existing words, Pufahl and Samuel (2014) and Cooper et al. (2015) note81

that the outcomes are also consistent with an explanation in which the noise itself does not82

form part of the memory representation: instead it is plausible that listeners make use of83

the residual incomplete speech-only pattern that results from masking. Cooper and Bradlow84

(2017) reasoned that these two possibilities can be disentangled by using stimuli in which85

the masker is spectrally-segregated from the speech, enabling the same speech stimulus to86

be present in same-noise and different-noise trials. Using this approach within a delayed87

recognition memory paradigm, Cooper and Bradlow (2017) demonstrated noise-specificity88

effects for monosyllabic words, suggesting that it is the joint encoding of speech and noise89

rather than the representation of incomplete speech patterns that is responsible for findings90

of noise-specificity.91

Using the methodology of our earlier study (Cooke and Garćıa Lecumberri, 2018), the92

current investigation explored the issue of joint speech-noise representations by varying the93

degree of similarity between the material presented to non-native learners during training and94

test phases. Similarity was manipulated along both the speech and the masker dimensions.95

For the speech dimension, VCV tokens came from either the same group of talkers or from96

a different group of talkers during training and testing. For the masker dimension, the97

SNR was either the same or different in the training and test phases. This design allows us98

to explore the consequences of both indexical and acoustic similarity. The decision to use99

different SNRs rather than different maskers was taken to better control the degree of match100

between exposure and test conditions. The alternative of using different masker types might101
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lead to confounds such as the presence of informational masking (e.g. in the case of babble102

maskers), or differences in properties such as temporal modulation rates between target and103

masker tokens (e.g. in the case of modulated noise maskers).104

If listeners form joint speech-in-noise patterns based on materials presented during the105

exposure phase, we predict that subsequent identification performance will depend on the106

degree of match between the training and test experience. In the context of non-native107

learners, we hypothesise that the greater the degree of similarility between the tokens heard108

during training and testing, the larger the improvement from a pre-test baseline, with the109

greatest gains coming from the fully-matched regime, the smallest gains observed in the110

fully-mismatched regime, and intermediate gains when either the SNR or the talker set111

matches.112

The main experiment (Expt. 1) explored the two factors (same/different SNR, same/different113

talkers) in a fully-crossed design. Separate listener cohorts underwent one of four training114

regimes with both factors matched, one factor matched, or both factors mismatched. Subse-115

quent experiments examined effects of the degree of SNR match (Expt. 2) and talker match116

(Expt. 3) at less adverse SNRs.117

II. EXPERIMENT 1: MATCHED/MISMATCHED SNR AND TALKERS118

Listeners identified consonants in VCVs in quiet and in noise, prior to and following119

training in noise. During the training phase VCVs came from either the same set of talkers120

as those used in the test phase or from a different set of talkers, and were mixed with noise121

either at the same SNR as that used in the test phase or at different SNRs. In the following,122
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the factor snr or talker is prefixed with a ‘+’ or ‘-’ to indicate matched or mismatched123

conditions e.g. +snr/+talker indicates test and training regimes where both the SNR124

and talkers were the same, while -snr/+talker indicates that only the talkers matched.125

A. Listeners126

Some 96 participants took part in Experiment 1. All were students taking a degree course127

in English Philology at the University of the Basque Country, and all received course credit128

for participation. Listeners’ results were excluded (numbers in parentheses) from subsequent129

analysis if any of the following conditions applied (i) their native language was not Spanish130

or Basque (2); (ii) they reported a hearing problem (1); (iii) they had undertaken intensive131

consonant training in the previous academic year (10); or (iv) they did not complete the132

post-test (9). Some 74 listeners (63 female; mean age 19.3, std. dev. 1.3) remained after133

application of these criteria.134

B. Speech and noise material135

Speech material for training and test tokens came from the Consonant Challenge Corpus136

(Cooke and Scharenborg, 2008), an open collection of VCV sequences produced by female137

and male British English talkers. This corpus contains consonants from the 24-member set138

/p, b, t, d, k, g, tS, dZ, f, v, T, D, s, z, S, Z, h, m, n, N, l, r, j, w/ in the context of combinations139

of the three corner vowels /æ, u, i:/, with either front or end stress e.g. /′aeTi/ vs. /ae′Ti/.140

A speech-shaped noise (SSN) masker was used for all training regimes and also during141

the masked test phase. Noisy tokens were generated by adding VCVs to randomly-selected142
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masker fragments of 1.2 s duration, where the speech onset was varied in the range 0 (syn-143

chronous with the masker) to 400 ms delay relative to the noise. Variation in VCV onset was144

employed for comparability with Cooke and Garćıa Lecumberri (2018), where the goal was145

to render the location of the VCV less predictable within the noise to encourage attentive146

listening. The masker was scaled to produce the required SNR in the region containing the147

speech signal i.e., discounting the leading and lagging noise-only sections of the waveform.148

VCVs from two sets of talkers were used in the current study. One talker set, denoted149

‘matched’, was used during all masker test phases and during the training regimes for the150

cohorts undergoing matched talker exposure. This set was composed of four female (talker151

ids: f1, f7, f12, f21) and four male (m3, m14, m16, m19) talkers. The other set, denoted152

the ‘mismatched’ set, was made up from VCVs from female talkers f6, f11, f20 and f23, and153

male talkers m2, m4, m5 and m17. The mismatched set was used in training regimes where154

the talkers differed from those used during the test phases. As in our earlier study (Cooke155

and Garćıa Lecumberri, 2018), multiple talkers were used to promote phonetic variability in156

order to encourage robust learning (e.g., Clopper and Pisoni, 2004; Logan et al., 1991).157

C. Training regimes158

Following the pre-test phase, listeners were assigned to one of four training regimes159

(Tab. I). In the +snr/+talker regime, stimuli were drawn from the same set of talk-160

ers used for the test tokens, and the SNR was the same as that used in the test phase161

(-6 dB). In the +snr/-talker regime the latter condition held but the training tokens162

came from the ‘mismatched’ set i.e. different talkers. For the -snr/+talker regime, the163
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talkers were the same as those used in the test set but the five blocks in each training session164

(see II D below) each had a different SNR, drawn from the set +2, 0, -2, -4, -6 dB. Finally,165

the -snr/-talker regime consisted of both mismatched talkers and mismatched SNRs.166

The number of listeners assigned to each regime is indicated in Table I.167

TABLE I. Test and training regimes for Expt. 1. N denotes the number of listeners pursuing each

regime.

Training regime SNR (dB) Talker set N

+snr/+talker -6 matched 19

+snr/-talker -6 mismatched 18

-snr/+talker 2, 0, -2, -4, -6 matched 18

-snr/-talker 2, 0, -2, -4, -6 mismatched 19

Pre- and post-test -6 matched 74

D. Procedure168

During the test phases (pre-test and post-test), listeners identified consonants using a169

24-alternative forced-choice procedure. Following the presentation of each stimulus, listen-170

ers selected their response from an on-screen keyboard containing a grid of International171

Phonetic Alphabet symbols, one for each consonant. Participants were familiar with these172

symbols at the outset of the experiment. Each block contained 384 VCVs, made up of one173

exemplar of each of the 24 consonants from each of the eight talkers in the test set, with174

both initial and final stress (24 x 8 x 2 = 384). Each stimulus used a different speech token,175
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and vowel contexts were chosen at random. Listeners underwent two test blocks on separate176

days, the first without noise (Quiet condition), and the second in the presence of the masker177

(SSN condition) at an SNR of -6 dB. Pre-tests had mean durations of 20.3 (st. dev. 3.8)178

and 21.2 (st. dev. 2.2) minutes for the Quiet and SSN conditions respectively. Following179

the pre-test, participants were assigned to one of the four experimental groups using an au-180

tomated pseudo-random balancing procedure in such a way as to match group mean scores181

in both Quiet and SSN conditions to within 0.6%.182

Listeners took part in eight training sessions, denoted t1–t8, at a rate of two per week,183

starting in the week after the pre-test. Eight sessions rather the 10 used in Cooke and Garćıa184

Lecumberri (2018) were deemed sufficient since in that study gains reached a plateau after185

around six sessions. In each training session participants heard five blocks of consonants,186

each containing 96 stimuli (four examples of each consonant), drawn from the eight talkers.187

In this way listeners were exposed to 160 examples of each of the 24 English consonants188

during the entire training process. The same screen layout was employed during training189

and testing. During the training phase, listeners received feedback on incorrect responses190

and had to listen exactly once again to the stimulus before moving on to the next token.191

In the week following completion of the training phase listeners undertook a post-test192

that was identical in all respects to the pre-test. On average, the post-test required 16.7 (st.193

dev. 2.6) and 19.6 (st. dev. 2.7) minutes for the Quiet and SSN conditions respectively.194

Stimuli were delivered via a custom Matlab program running on PCs in a quiet laboratory,195

through Plantronics Audio-90 headphones (Santa Cruz, CA). Listeners were able to set the196

volume to a comfortable level at the start of each test or training session.197
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E. Postprocessing198

Over 99% of the 398592 tokens heard during test and training phases had response times199

(measured from the offset of the VCV) in the range 0.5 s to 6 s. Some 17 (0.004%) and 3312200

(0.83%) tokens were responded to more quickly or slowly respectively, and were excluded201

from analysis (statistical outcomes were identical across upper exclusion thresholds in the202

range 4-8 s). Test scores were expressed as the percentage of tokens correctly identified per203

listener and converted to rationalised arcsine units (RAUs; Studebaker, 1985) for display204

and statistical analysis.205

F. Results206

Fig. 1 plots the percentage of consonants identified correctly in the presence of the SSN207

masker during the two test phases and in each training session. In the pre-test, participants208

identified English consonants correctly 52.9% (st. dev. 5.8) of the time. This figure is209

close to the 54.1% correct reported in Cooke and Garćıa Lecumberri (2018) for a similar210

listener cohort on identical stimuli. Scores at the point of the post-test were higher than in211

the pre-test for all training regimes, covering a range from 62.0% correct for the +snr/-212

talker regime to 66.3% correct for the group who underwent -snr/+talker training.213

Scores improved over the first six training sessions, with limited increases thereafter. Mean214

scores during training differed across training regimes: the two groups with mismatched SNR215

training produced higher identification rates than those with matched SNRs. Comparing216

pairs of regimes for which Talker is contrastive, it is clear that the mismatched speaker set217
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FIG. 1. Consonant identification rates for the pre- and post-tests (SSN condition only), and in each

training session (t1-t8), for the four training regimes of Expt. 1. The lighter line color indicates

matched SNR training, while solid lines indicate matched talker training. Error bars here and

elsewhere depict ±1 standard error.

is intrinsically somewhat less intelligible than the matched set, with a deficit of around 6218

percentage points for each of these contrastive pairings.219

Gains, expressed as the difference in RAU-transformed scores between post- and pre-test220

(Fig. 2) indicate that all four groups benefitted from noise-based training, but to differing221
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extents, with smallest gains for the two groups with matched SNR. A similar pattern of222

gains is seen for the Quiet and SSN test conditions.223

+SNR/+TALKER +SNR/-TALKER -SNR/+TALKER -SNR/-TALKER
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FIG. 2. Changes from post-test to pre-test in consonant identification rates expressed as a difference

in RAUs for the four experimental groups in Expt. 1.

Potential condition effects for RAU gain scores were examined using a mixed-effects anal-224

ysis of variance (ANOVA) with two between-subjects factors, Talker (matched/mismatched)225

and SNR (matched/mismatched) and one within-subjects factor, Masker (Quiet/SSN). Nei-226

ther the 3-way nor any of the 2-way interactions were statistically-significant [min p = 0.51].227

This analysis confirmed a significant effect of SNR: cohorts with matched SNR produced sig-228

nificantly smaller improvements than cohorts with a mismatch in SNR [F (1, 70) = 7.6, p <229

.01, η2 = 0.076]. Cohorts who heard matching talkers in training and test phases showed230
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equivalent improvements as cohorts with mismatching train/test talkers [p = 0.18]. There231

was no effect of the presence or absence of masker on gains [p = 0.11].232

G. Interim discussion233

We hypothesised that if listeners benefit from noise exposure by learning the joint pat-234

tern of speech and masker, gains would be ranked according to the similarity of the test and235

training conditions. Contrary to this prediction, the fully-matched cohort produced signifi-236

cantly smaller gains than a cohort with a mismatch in SNR between test and training. This237

outcome is not expected if listeners are learning joint speech-noise patterns, since SNR dif-238

ferences between exposure and test phases will produce a mismatch in the spectro-temporal239

pattern of the speech residual. All listener cohorts produced significant gains when tested240

in the Quiet condition, and moreover exhibited a similar ranking of gains across training241

regime in the Quiet and SSN conditions, suggesting that any acquisitional changes stemming242

from extensive exposure in noise also served in the absence of noise. Again, this would not243

be expected on the basis of joint representations of speech and noise.244

However, Expt. 1 does not rule out the possibility that listeners acquire multiple represen-245

tations during noise exposure. Specifically, listeners might create enriched representations of246

sounds based on the cues that survive masking, and also develop integrated representations247

with masking noise. Two lines of reasoning support this possibility.248

First, while the SNR conditions have been expressed in terms of match versus mismatch,249

they could equally-well be described as ‘unfavourable’ versus ‘favourable’ in the sense that250

more of the speech target is audible in the mismatched condition. The value of reduced251
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masking is clear in the identification rates during training (Fig. 1) where regimes with252

mismatched SNRs led to gains of over 13 percentage points over the corresponding matched253

SNR conditions. It is possible that the relative paucity of speech cues available during254

training at the more adverse SNR is not compensated for by a putative matched-noise255

benefit. In support of this notion, there is a striking relationship between the ranking of256

identification performance in training and in the post-test (although the same-talkers effect257

is not statistically-significant).258

Second, SNRs in the mismatched condition actually overlapped 20% of the time with259

the more adverse SNR in the matched SNR conditions (Tab. I). It is possible that listen-260

ers undertaking mismatched SNR training were still able to construct joint speech-noise261

representations from the subset of matching stimuli.262

Expt. 2 addresses these possibilities by testing whether a matched SNR benefit emerges263

at a more favourable SNR, and by measuring whether mismatched SNR benefits are also264

present when training SNRs are fully mismatched i.e. with no SNRs in common between265

training and test tokens.266

III. EXPERIMENT 2: MATCHED/MISMATCHED SNRS AT A FAVOURABLE267

SNR268

This experiment required listeners to identify intervocalically-presented English conso-269

nants in quiet and SSN, but at a more favourable SNR (-3 dB) than the -6 dB used in Expt.270

1. Participants were assigned to one of three training regimes which differed in the degree271
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of SNR match during training and test. Except where noted below, methodological details272

for Expt. 2 were the same as in Expt. 1.273

A. Listeners274

A new group of 105 listeners with the same characteristics as in Expt. 1 undertook275

the experiment. Some 85 listeners (74 female, mean age 19.1, std. dev. 1.0) remained276

after exclusion of participants’ results using the criteria of Expt. 1 (5 non-native, 4 hearing277

impaired, 6 underwent previous consonant training, 5 did not finish).278

B. Stimuli279

Test stimuli were identical to those used in Expt. 1 apart from an increase in SNR from280

-6 dB to -3 dB in the SSN condition. Training stimuli used the same talkers as those in the281

test set. Three training regimes were constructed. For the matched regime, training tokens282

were mixed at the same SNR as the test condition (-3 dB). For the partial regime, tokens283

were mixed at the SNRs shown in Table II in equal number. This regime is similar to the284

-snr/-talker condition of Expt. 1 in that 20% of the time listeners heard tokens at a SNR285

matching that of the test tokens. SNRs in the mismatched training condition both avoided286

any match with the test tokens and were significantly more favourable overall than in the287

other two regimes (Table II). The ranges of SNRs were determined on the basis of pilot tests288

as values likely to produce significant increases in identification rates over Expt. I while289

remaining well below ceiling. The 3 dB gap between the lowest SNRs of the partial and290

mismatched regimes was chosen to more clearly differentiate the two approaches, given that291
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TABLE II. Test and training regimes for Expt. 2.

Training regime SNR (dB) Talkers N

matched -3 matched 29

partial -3, -1.5, 0, 1.5, 3 matched 28

mismatched 0, 0.75, 1.5, 2.25, 3 matched 28

Test set -3 matched 85

a smaller difference in SNR between test and training tokens might still be considered useable292

for integrated speech-noise representations. Listeners were assigned to training regimes using293

the same pre-test score balancing procedure applied in Expt. 1, resulting in per-regime294

participant numbers indicated in Table II.295

C. Results296

Listeners correctly identified 68.1% of consonants in the SSN condition at the pre-test297

stage, substantially higher than the 52.9% correctness rate at the more adverse SNR of298

Expt. 1, confirming that a change of 3 dB leads to a significant performance gain. Scores299

at the post-test stage averaged 79.3% correct and were very similar for the three cohorts,300

differing by less than 0.8 percentage points, in spite of clear differences during the training301

phase (Fig. 3, upper panel). A mixed-effects ANOVA on RAU gains (shown in Fig. 3, lower302

panel) with a between-subjects factor of training regime and within-subjects factor of test303

condition (SSN or Quiet) indicated no effect of training regime [p = 0.86], test condition304

[p = 0.45] nor their interaction [p = 0.56].305
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FIG. 3. Upper: Consonant identification rates for the pre- and post-tests, and in each training

session, for the training regimes of Expt. 2 (the vertical scale matches that used in Fig. 1). Lower:

Gains from pre- to post-test for the SSN and Quiet conditions.
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D. Interim discussion306

Regardless of whether SNRs matched, partially matched, or mismatched during exposure307

and test phases, listeners produced similar pre-to-post gains in consonant identification rate.308

Since each of the three exposure regimes differed in adversity, this outcome suggests that309

performance gains do not depend strongly on the precise match between exposure and test310

conditions. Comparing the outcomes of Expts. 1 and 2, it appears that performance in the311

matched SNR condition of Expt. 1 was limited by cue paucity during the exposure phase,312

since increasing the test SNR by 3 dB in Expt. 2 led to equivalent gains across the three313

training regimes.314

The fact that gains were identical in the matched and mismatched conditions shows315

that gains do not depend on having any SNRs in common during exposure and test phases.316

Further, the idea that listeners might make use of multiple representations is not supported317

by the finding of equivalent gains in the partial and matched regimes. If listeners were318

both extracting robust cues from the more favourable SNRs and acquiring integrated rep-319

resentations from the matched SNRs, larger gains would be predicted in the partial than320

in the matched regime. Overall, Expt. 2 is compatible with the hypothesis that listen-321

ers acquire robust cues or learn appropriate cue weighting rather than make use of joint322

speech-noise representations.323
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E. Same-talker benefit at more favourable SNRs?324

Unlike studies using words that found clear same-talker benefits (e.g., Goldinger, 1998;325

Nygaard and Pisoni, 1998; Pisoni and Levi, 2007), in Expt. 1 we found no unequivocal326

evidence of same-talker effects at the phonological level. However, noise is known to reduce327

indexical effects (Schacter and Church, 1992). Further, the finding of better predictions of328

relative speaker intelligibility at low SNRs in a study by Barker and Cooke (2007) might be329

interpreted as resulting from a reduced influence of indexical factors (and a greater reliance330

on pure energetic masking) at more adverse SNRs. Since Expt. 2 demonstrated that a331

too-adverse SNR during the training phase can limit the benefits of training, a further332

experiment was designed to determine whether a matched-talkers benefit would emerge at333

the more favourable SNR of Expt. 2.334

IV. EXPERIMENT 3: MATCHED VS MISMATCHED TALKERS AT A MORE335

FAVOURABLE SNR336

A. Listeners337

A new group of 109 listeners with the same characteristics as in Expts. 1 and 2 undertook338

the experiment. Some 93 listeners (78 female, mean age 19.1, std. dev. 1.8) remained after339

exclusion of participants’ results using the criteria of the earlier experiments (2 non-native,340

7 had previous consonant training, 7 did not finish).341
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B. Stimuli342

Test stimuli were identical in all aspects to those used in Expt. 2. Training stimuli were343

either drawn from the same eight talkers as the test set (matched condition), or came from344

different talkers (mismatched condition). The talker subsets were the same as those used345

in the matched and mismatched talker conditions of Expt. 1. All masked stimuli, both test346

and training, were presented at an SNR of -3 dB (Tab. III).347

TABLE III. Test and training regimes for Expt. 3.

Training regime SNR (dB) Talkers N

matched -3 matched 45

mismatched -3 mismatched 48

Test set -3 matched 93

C. Results348

Mean identification rates in test and training phases (Fig. 4, upper) indicate that, as349

in Expt. 1, the cohort trained on matched talkers outperformed the group trained on350

mismatched talkers during the training phase. However, there was no effect of matched351

exposure and testing. A mixed-effects ANOVA on RAU gains (shown in Fig. 4, lower) with352

a between-subjects factor of training regime and within-subjects factor of test condition353

(SSN or Quiet) indicated no effect of training regime [p = 0.89], test condition [p = 0.92]354

nor their interaction [p = 0.66]. The clear absence of a matched-talkers effect following355
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exposure at an SNR of -3 dB, a value shown in Expt. 2 to be sufficiently high to produce356

similar gains as those resulting from training at +3 dB, suggests that listeners were not able357

to preferentially exploit indexical information in this task.358

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION359

The experiments reported here suggest that non-native listeners are able to extract infor-360

mation from a wide range of noise-based training regimes to support equivalent post-training361

gains in intervocalic consonant identification, as demonstrated in Fig. 5, which compiles out-362

comes from the 9 training regimes of the current study along with the two consonant regimes363

of Cooke and Garćıa Lecumberri (2018). Apart from the most adverse exposure conditions364

(-6 dB), RAU gains are strikingly similar and essentially independent of the amount of in-365

formation available during exposure. Further, there is no evidence of any benefit of matched366

conditions during test and exposure, either in terms of SNR or talker sets employed. These367

findings argue against the formation of joint speech-plus-noise representations, and in favour368

of the use of robust speech cues (e.g., Lovitt and Allen, 2006; Wright, 2004).369

There are a number of ways to reconcile the current findings with earlier studies which370

suggest the formation of joint speech-in-noise representations at the level of words (e.g.371

Cooper and Bradlow, 2017; Cooper et al., 2015; Creel et al., 2012; Pufahl and Samuel, 2014;372

Strori et al., 2018). One possibility is that noise combines with speech at the lexical level373

but not at the phonological level that the current study targets. Alternatively, benefits374

may be heavily-dependent on using identical speech-in-noise tokens in exposure and test375

phases, a condition that did not apply in the current study. Finally listeners might behave376
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FIG. 4. Consonant identification rates at the pre- and post-test stages and during each training

session (upper), and RAU gains (lower), for the training regimes of Expt. 3.
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or 0 to indicate experiments from Cooke and Garćıa Lecumberri (2018), and and whether the same

(‘s’) or different (‘d’) talker sets were used in training and testing. Shading denotes degree of SNR

match. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error.
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differently during non-native category acquisition than when confronted by noisy native-377

language sounds. These ideas are examined below.378

A. Absence of joint speech-noise representations at the sub-lexical level?379

While earlier studies have tested the effect of exposure to noise on existing words (Pufahl380

and Samuel, 2014; Strori et al., 2018) or novel words (Creel et al., 2012), it is an open question381

as to whether the construction of joint representations of speech and noise is contigent on382

speech tokens being existing (or potential) members of the lexicon, or whether noise can383

also influence the representation of speech at sub-lexical levels.384

In some respects the VCV stimuli of the current study are similar to the CVCV words385

in the artificial lexicon used by Creel et al. (2012). The existence of a matched condition386

benefit for listeners exposed to novel CVCVs in Creel et al. (2012) might appear to argue for387

joint sub-lexical representations of speech-plus-noise, since at least on the first occurrence388

such sequences were presumably treated as lexically-meaningless. One key difference is that389

while their participants were encouraged to treat the CVCV tokens as new lexical items390

through association with pictures, our listeners were clearly focused on the segmental level391

in performing a forced-choice consonant identification task. Since novel CVCV was presented392

24 times by Creel et al. (2012), it is possible that noise was integrated into the representation393

only after the sequence achieved lexical status.394

Using a speeded classification task, chosen because it does not require processing at395

the lexical level, Cooper et al. (2015) found evidence for the early integration of noise396

and indexical information relating to speaker gender or identity. This outcome indicates397
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that speech and noise are not segregated at an early stage of processing, lending support398

to the possibility that they remain in contact up to the phonological level. If integrated399

representations of speech and noise occur at the level of words but not for the segmental400

tokens of the current study, the question arises as to why noise might remain attached to the401

lexical representation while being purged from preceding ‘lower’ representational levels. One402

possible answer comes from the differential role played by phoneme-sized units compared403

to words. As pointed out by Cutler (2012), while the size of the phoneme inventory varies404

across languages, it is still 3-4 orders of magnitude smaller than the number of words in405

a typical listener’s lexicon. Under this view, phoneme-sized units constitute an efficient406

compositional encoding mechanism. By analogy with the development of efficient feature407

layers in machine learning applications (e.g. Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006; Tian et al.,408

2015), where the mechanism to encourage the formation of compositional representations is409

to choke off the capacity of the layer through a process known as bottleneck training, it is410

conceivable that only those types of acoustic-phonetic variability (e.g. allphones, reductions)411

that occur frequently are retained at the phonological level. In this way, it is possible that412

noise-related acoustic variations are treated as idiosyncratic, and while they pass through413

to the lexical level, do not form part of any sub-lexical representation. In this respect it414

is interesting to note that Jesse et al. (2007) found weaker same-talker effects (albeit in415

noise-free conditions) at the sub-lexical than the lexical level.416
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B. Degree of stimulus similarity in exposure and test phases417

Studies which have found advantages of prior exposure to noise at the lexical level (Creel418

et al., 2012; Pufahl and Samuel, 2014; Strori et al., 2018) have typically used identical stimuli419

during the exposure and test phases. In contrast, stimuli in the current study were similar420

(in the sense of having the same or similar SNRs or being spoken by the same set of talkers),421

but differed in terms of being independent exemplars drawn from potentially distinct vowel422

contexts. The use of similar but not identical tokens in the exposure and test phases of423

the current study was motivated by comparison with our earlier study (Cooke and Garćıa424

Lecumberri, 2018), whose findings permitted an interpretation in terms of joint encoding of425

speech and noise in spite of non-identical tokens. The absence of a benefit of prior exposure426

in similar conditions raises the unexplored issue of the extent to which gains from exposure427

are dependent on identity rather than similarity.428

The use of multiple talkers in the current study was a design element to increase phonetic429

variability since it is well-known that such variability leads to more robust categories during430

non-native sound acquisition (e.g., Clopper and Pisoni, 2004; Logan et al., 1991). While it431

is possible that the presence of multiple talkers weakened the degree of similarity between432

exposure and test conditions, nevertheless listeners heard 20 exemplars of each consonant433

from each of the 8 talkers during the training phase, a number substantially higher than434

the quantity typically used in word-based studies of noisy exemplars. Indeed, the number435

of repetitions has been found not to influence the size of the matched exposure-test benefit436

(Pufahl and Samuel, 2014, expt. 3), with significant effects from a single exemplar per word.437
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Although identical speech-plus-noise stimuli are of theoretical interest, they are not rep-438

resentative of a listener’s real world experience of challenging speech communication condi-439

tions. For this reason, models such as Minerva 2 (Hintzman, 1988) that have been invoked440

by proponents of the more general episodic memory approach (e.g., Goldinger, 1998) that441

speech-plus-noise integrality is based on, do not require identical episodes during exposure442

and later recall, but instead function on the basis of similarity.443

C. Generalisability to native listeners444

We chose non-native listeners in the current study for a number of reasons. First, they445

are in the process of phonological category enrichment for their L2, and the effectiveness of446

exposure has been clearly demonstrated here and elsewhere (e.g. Clopper and Pisoni, 2004;447

Cooke and Garćıa Lecumberri, 2018) in terms of substantial post-training improvements.448

We hypothesised that any differential impact of token sets during an extensive exposure449

phase would be readily measurable with this category of listener. Second, native listeners450

are close to ceiling performance in quiet conditions on a VCV identification task (Cooke and451

Scharenborg, 2008) and we were interested in measuring any transfer of exposure benefits452

to the noise-free condition. Finally, there is recent evidence that listeners are able to retune453

their non-native categories when presented with ambiguous non-native sounds, at least under454

lexical guidance (Drozdova et al., 2016). However, it might be argued that non-native455

listeners process speech in noise, or speech from multiple talkers, in a different manner from456

native listeners, limiting the generalisation of the findings of the current study from the457

non-native listener population to native listeners.458
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Considering first the effect of SNR on non-native listeners, there is certainly evidence459

that native listeners suffer less in noise for words and sentences (e.g. Black and Hast, 1962;460

Cooke et al., 2008; Jin and Liu, 2012; Meador et al., 2000; Scharenborg et al., 2018); for a461

recent review see Scharenborg and van Os (2019). However, other studies (e.g. Cutler et al.,462

2004; Garćıa Lecumberri et al., 2010; Rogers et al., 2006) have demonstrated that native463

benefits are reduced or absent for the types of subword tokens used in the current study,464

suggesting that the impact of noise at the sub-lexical level is rather similar for native and465

non-native listeners.466

There is also evidence that native and non-native listeners respond to sub-lexical tokens467

from multiple talkers in noise in a similar fashion. Bent et al. (2010) demonstrated that468

American English and Korean listeners showed a high level of consistency in ranking the469

intelligibility of 10 talkers producing vowels in bVd contexts at three SNRs. In a study of470

Mandarin tone identification in 4 levels of noise with tokens from 6 talkers, Lee et al. (2010)471

found that non-native listeners were no more adversely affected by either the presence of472

multiple talkers or by noise level than native listeners. These results are consistent with an473

earlier study by Bradlow and Pisoni (1999) using words presented without noise, in which474

it was found that non-native listeners responded similarly to native listeners in the face of475

indexical variability.476

Taken together, these studies support the idea that at the sub-lexical level, multiple477

talkers and noise affect native and non-native listeners to a similar degree. This should478

not be surprising: while the impact of acoustic and indexical variability on L2 categories479

may differ in detail from their impact on native language categories, a non-native listener’s480
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everyday experience encompasses both noise and talker variation, and it seems likely that481

any processes or representations which handle variability in their L1 can also be deployed482

in an L2.483

D. Mismatched condition benefit in machine classification systems484

Finally, we note that while listeners’ performance might reasonably be considered to be485

optimal when the conditions under which sounds are acquired match everyday usage, recent486

studies in machine learning (e.g., Gonzalez and Abu-Mostafa, 2015) question the common487

assumption that classifier systems perform best in noise under matched exposure and test488

conditions. For example, Sivasankaran et al. (2017) have shown that training data with a489

mismatched selection of SNRs led to better performance than obtained when training using490

matched SNRs for a challenging speech separation and recognition task (Barker et al., 2015).491

VI. CONCLUSIONS492

Non-native listeners exposed to intervocalic consonants in noise did not exhibit greater493

gains from pre- to post-test when speakers or signal-to-noise ratios were matched between494

exposure and test phases than when one or both properties were mismatched. These findings495

highlight the flexibility of non-native sound acquisition in challenging listening conditions496

and suggest that listeners are capable of extracting robust cues to support consonant iden-497

tification from a range of training regimes differing in adversity.498
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